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AI and technology driving high margins
Maximizing advertiser ROI (ad cost effectiveness) by applying DX to advertising and marketing

Strong competitive edge through proprietary data acquisition 
technology
Expect continued high growth due to technology that is less susceptible to cookie regulations

Investment highlights

Very strong growth from a business with high recurring 
revenues and rising sales per customer
High retention rates, not only rising customer numbers, sales per customer also increasing as data accumulates

 

３

４

２

Vast market opportunities for LTV marketing
Shift to a market beneficial for both advertisers and consumers by optimizing marketing based on LTV

1

Further acceleration of growth though strategic investment
To drive the market as the market leader, we will carry out M&A that produce synergies to achieve disruptive growth 

5
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Medium-term plan (FY4/21-24) P.25

Risks P.44
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About the company
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About the company

Notable dates

Aug 2015 Macbee Planet founded

Aug 2015 Released Honeycomb (data analytics platform)

Nov 2017 Released Robee (web customer service tool)

Mar 2020 Listed on TSE Mothers Section (Currently Growth section)

Mar 2021 Established Smash Co., Ltd

Aug 2021 Made Alpha, Inc. a wholly owned subsidiary

Mar 2023 Made Net Marketing, Inc. a wholly owned subsidiary

Company overview

Company name Macbee Planet, Inc (7095.JP)

Founded 25 Aug 2015

Capital JPY2.34 bn (as of end Jan 2023)

Business description Provision of data-driven analytical services

Head office 3-11-11 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

No. of employees 149 (as of end Apr 2023)
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3,361
4,685

6,466

9,779

14,425

19,589

35,000

110 198 374 785 1,237
2,162 2,850

FY4/18 FY4/19 FY4/20 FY4/21 FY4/22 FY4/23 FY4/24 E

Earnings
◼ Sales & OP to increase following acquisition of Net Marketing. Due to differences in margins and goodwill 

amortization, GPM, OPM expected to temporarily decline, but should improve over the longer term.

GPM to temporarily 
decline due to M&A 
and goodwill 
amortization

14.2%

20.8%

3.3%

11%

8.1%

+48%
FY4/18-24 

CAGR

Sales

+72%
FY4/18-24 

CAGR

OP

Sales

OP

GPM

OPM

(JPY mn)
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* What is Return On Investment (ROI)
A measure of how much profit can be made on an investment

* What is Lifetime Value (LTV)
LTV refers to the profit that a user (consumer) brings to a company throughout their lifetime, and is a measure used in 
calculating the cost that can be spent to acquire one user.

Predict LTV* and
achieve optimal ROI*

What we want to achieve
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Business overview: What is LTV marketing
◼ Digital marketing that utilizes data to maximize user expenditure and duration.

Data Platform

Zero~3rd Party Data tie-ups

Zero Party Data

Data Technology

Digital communication

AI

Analysis

Consulting

Use of cancellations data

Success-based fee structure

Data Technology usage

AdvertiserInternet
①

Identify possible 
high LTV users 

and make 
approach 

②
Send to company/ 

provide support 
to raise LTV

③ Fees received on a 
success basis
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Business environment
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Target market: Internet ad market 
◼ Digital advertising is now a JPY3trn market as media ad budgets continue to shift to more efficient internet ads. 

Double-digit growth in the market continued despite a number of recessions. Outlook is for further high growth.

6,983

30,912

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

CAGR

+11%

Global 
Financial

Crisis

Great East 
Japan 

earthquake

COVID-
19

Source: Advertising expenditures in Japan, Dentsu (2008-2022)

JPY mn
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Internet ad market issues
◼ Internet ad budgets are inefficient as ads often directed to the wrong audiences.

Accuracy set to decline further due to restrictions on cookie usage, with ad performance expected to deteriorate.

Source: Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings, U.S. 
Benchmarks Report – Q2 2019-Q1 2020

63%
directed to 
the right 
audience

37%
directed to 
the wrong 
audience

Around 40% of digital ad spend is directed to the 
wrong audience, leaving significant room for 

improving ROI

Increased regulation on use of personal data such 
as GDPR and CCPA making it more difficult to target 

ads using cookies

ITP

Limits on 
cookies

GDPR CCPA

*1

*2 *3

*1 ITP: Apple’s Safari browser has a privacy protection feature which blocks user tracking using third-party cookies

*2 GDPR: Data protection regulation adopted by European Parliament for all EU individuals * 3 CCPA: California state regulations regarding the handling of personal data
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Aiming to transform internet advertising
◼ As the market leader in LTV marketing, we aim to provide solutions to challenges for the internet ad industry 

and lead the transformation of the JPY3tn online advertising market to LTV marketing.

Current challenges facing the 
online ad market

LTV marketing

Costs: Charging system based on ads/clicks

KPIs: No. of leads, user acquisition costs

Costs: Success fees linked to sales/LTV

KPIs: No. of recurring users, LTV & ROI

Results Results

Data Data

Client needs: Raise LTV & optimize advertising ROI

Ad costs do not always lead to higher sales
Performance-based compensation 
directly linked to long-term sales

Skills Skills

Lower data accuracy due to cookie 
regulations

Proprietary data collection technology

Ad management skills depend on user Optimization through AI

Higher acquisition cost and lower ROI due to less 

accurate ad targeting

Stable success-based fees that do not use 3rd

Party Cookies

Results vary depending on the skills of the person in 
charge

Instantly turns employees into team assets and 
increases productivity
High service quality independent of the 
experience of the person in charge

JPY3tn 
market
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Positioning

Mar-Tech

Ad-Tech

Non-Tech

Mass media ads Prospective users Ongoing users

User gathering 
optimization

Technology

Marketing 
optimization

Growth rate

+40%～

Growth rate

+11%

Growth rate
-3%

Growth rate

+14%

Target

Pure 
ads

Mass
Media
ads

Marketing
automation

Online
Customer 
service

DSP

Ad 
networks

Affiliate
ads

Influencers

Native
ads

Video 
ads

Chat
bots

Search 
engine 

advertising

SFA

SNS
ads

CS
Platform

DMP

BI
tools

Email
ads

*1 “2022 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” (Dentsu) traditional 4 market advertising 
expenditures
*2 “2022 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” (Dentsu) internet advertising expenditures

*1

*2

*3 *4

Past

Future

*3 “Movement in scale of online customer service market and forecasts” (ITR)
and “DMP (Data Management Platform) & MA (Marketing Automation) Market 2020” (Yano
Research Institute)
*4 Macbee Planet Sales CAGR (FY04/18 to FY04/23)

■Unlike traditional quantity-oriented marketing, we focus on customer quality through use of large data sets and 

application of our technology.
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Driven by technology, high growth vs rivals 
■We have achieved far higher sales and OP growth compared to ad agencies and marketing technology firms.

BreakevenLoss 
making

-20% ＋20% ＋40% ＋60% ＋80%

＋20%

＋40%

＋60%

-20%

-60%

OP CAGR*

S
a
le

s
 C

A
G

R
*

Marketing technology companies

Analytics consulting 
companies

High sales growth, but lossmaking or breakeven

Limited sales and OP growth rates

LTV marketing

High sales growth 45%
High OP growth   84%

* 3-year CAGR of 19 TSE listed companies. As of July 2023
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Vast LTV marketing-related market

*1 Online advertising expenses were JPY3.09tn as per “2022 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” (Dentsu)
*2 Total advertising expenses in Japan were JPY7.10tn as per “2022 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” (Dentsu)
*3 JPY15tn as per 3Q FY03/19 business results presentation of Yahoo Japan Corporation
*4 Scale of DX-related solutions service market was JPY6.33tn in 2020 as per “Survey on the Scale of Solution Services Market” by Japan Electronics and Information Technology 
Industries Association (JEITA) 

JPY7tn
Advertising expenditures*2

JPY3tn
Online ads*1

Over JPY27tn
Advertising expenses + Sales promotion 

costs*3 ＋
DX solutions services*4

■First, we will reshape the online advertisement market into an LTV marketing market.
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Business model
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Ad delivery

M
e
d

ia C
lie

n
t

Programmatic 
ad

Referral of 
recurring 

users

Performance compensation 
(unit price × no. of results generated)

Pay-for-performance

Handling of cancellations and promotion of continuation

User 
attraction

Approval of results

ASP*

Influencers

Social media

Ad delivery 
using 

proprietary 
AI/3D

L
a
n

d
in

g
 p

a
g

e

Search engine

ADNW*

Ad delivery
platform

DSP*

User referral

DSP/ADNW

C
a
n

c
e
lla

tio
n

 p
a
g

e

Prevent 
cancellation

Approval of results

Monthly fee + performance compensation
(unit price × no. of cancellations prevented)

Internet 
advertising

Advertisin
g 

expenses

Web customer 
service

Bid

Pay-for-
performance

Post
Proprietary 

media 
partners

Business process diagram

New users
(consumers)

Existing 
users

*DSP = Demand Side Platform, ADNW = Advertising Network, ASP = Affiliate Service Provider
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Source of competitive strength
◼ LTV marketing is achieved through data, technology, and consulting.

LTV marketing components

Data platform

0 to 3rd party data links

Proprietary data 
acquisition technology

Data

- Data not dependent on 3rd party cookies
- Capturable across browsers and devices
- Loyalty and user feedback as data

- Behavioral data
- Psychological data

- Integrate data for the same ID
- Visualize user touchpoints/psychology

- Purchase data
- Attribute data

- Machine learning
- Audio analysis

- Withdrawal prediction
- LTV prediction

- Emotion analysis
- Cancellation analysis

Technology

Digital communications

AI

Analysis

- Cancellation prediction
- Delivery algorithm

- Hospitality
- Chatbots

- Popup
- 3D creative

- Attract recurring users
- Expertise in increasing LTV

- Data-driven
- Use of own products
- Leverage promptly using templates 

- Lower churn rate by preventing 
cancellations
- Identify issues in marketing

Consulting

Use of cancellation data

Success based fees

Use of data technology
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LTV marketing through use of data
◼ Combine zero/1st/3rd party data with the Honeycomb data analytics platform, develop a unique LTV prediction 

model.

* Insight data such as hobbies and preferences provided by users themselves

3rd Party Data

1st Party Data acquired from the web

Application data

Ad response dataData inflow

Creative data

Develop a LTV prediction model

1st Party Data built up at clients

Purchase 
data

Client 
attribution data

CRM
data

Sales activity
data

Voice
data

Store
data

Data acquired from client site

Psychological dataBehavioral data

ZERO PartyData1st Party Data *

Audience
dataGeo dataWeather data
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Analytics Consulting Business (AC)
■We attract users on a pay-for-performance basis using LTV predictions built with data analytics.

LTV prediction

Cancellation 
data

Purchase data

Behavioral data

Media data

LTV data analytics１ ２ Use data to attract users on a 
success basis

Data sets obtained from media and in-
house tools are analyzed in order to 
identify attributes of high-LTV users

Our consultants use the data to plan and 
implement ways to attract new users on 
a success basis

Unit price of success fee x
No. of results generated

Costs: Media publishing costs
Gross profit margin: Approx. 15%

when who

What 
media/ 

advertisin
g

What 
will 

appeal

Attract 
high-
LTV 

users

*

*AC segment gross profit margin for FY4/20-FY4/23
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Marketing Technology Business (MT)
■Improve LTV by raising the LTV of new customers, reducing cancellation rate of existing customers.

Optimize ad delivery by using AI and 3D technology.

Convert users into 
customers

１

Robee provides customer 
services to visitors attracted and 
converts them into high-LTV 
customers

Fixed monthly rate or
success fees

Web customer 
service tools

￥

２

A chatbot encourages users looking 
to cancel to continue. This 
reduces the churn rate and 
improves LTV.

Fixed monthly rate or
monthly fee + success fee

Lowering churn among 
existing customers

Chatbot to curb 
churn

*

￥

3

Ad delivery using proprietary AI-
powered algorithms and 3D 
creatives

Dependent on ad delivery 
volume

AI-powered ad delivery

￥

Gross profit margin: Over 95%*

* MT segment gross profit margin was at least 95% in FY4/20 - 3Q FY4/24
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Business characteristics
■Our continuous business model enables us to accelerate growth through an increase in new customers and 

improving per-customer spending. Unit prices can fluctuate temporarily due to sales campaigns and other factors.

Rise in no. of customers Rising per-customer spending

Stable base for generating results 
established in the first year

Better results 
as data 

accumulates

Upside from 
campaigns and 
other measures

Time

P
e
r-

c
u
st

o
m

e
r

sp
e
n
d
in

g

1 2 3 4

N
o
.

o
f

c
u
st

o
m

e
rs

Customers acquired in 1st year

Customers acquired in 2nd year

Customers acquired in 3rd year

Customers acquired in 4th year

Customers acquired in 5th year

51 2 3 4 5
Year
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Earnings by segment

FY4/23

1,955

1261

Segment Profit (JPY mn)

17,914

1,674

Sales (JPY mn)

19,589

91%

9%

2,403

1,664

Gross Profit (JPY mn)

4,067

59%

41%

2,162

61%

39%

Analytics Consulting Business

Marketing Technology Business

Adjustments
-1,054
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How we provide results to clients
■Results are minimal at the start of a contract as we need to accumulate data, but results improve after half a 

year as data builds up.

((months)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Development

Growth

Stability

Launch

Construction 
phase

Planning

Run-up phase
Enhance 

media
Acquire data Growth phase

Data analysis
Maximize no. of
potential users

*Average trend in sales during the first year, assuming sales in the first month of support is 1.
Estimated based on actual figures for clients whose transactions began during 2017 to 2021.

Stable phase
Optimize LTV

0
2 8 10 124 6

2

4

6

8

10

12

0

(No. of results)
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Medium-term plan
（FY4/22-FY4/24）
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Medium-term management targets
◼ Reached FY4/24 targets for sales of JPY22bn, OP of JPY2.2bn, ahead of plan. Raised targets to adjust for 

growth from M&A.

22,000

9,779

35,000

FY4/21 FY4/22 FY4/23 FY4/24

2,200

785

2,850

FY4/21 FY4/22 FY4/23 FY4/24

Sales OP

+53%
FY4/21-24

CAGR

Actual (plan)

+31%

FY4/21-24
CAGR

Old target

+54%
FY4/21-24

CAGR

Actual (plan)

+41%
FY4/21-24

CAGR

Old target

(Plan） (Plan）

Sales (actual)

Sales (plan)

OP (actual)

OP (plan)

*CAGR calculated from FY4/24 targets

Excluding impact from 
acquisition of Net 
Marketing

Excluding impact 
from acquisition of 
Net Marketing

( ) is OPM

(JPY mn)(JPY mn)

(8%)

(10%)

(8%)
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Medium-term plan positioning (review)
■ Build a business foundation to achieve long-term growth as a leading company in LTV marketing.

Prior to the IPO During medium-term plan After the medium-term plan

Internet advertising
Cover all advertising +

Distribution measures/DX

Organic growth
Growth fueled by M&A and 

alliances based on our business 
foundation

High earnings volatility
(high dependency on specific clients)

Low earnings volatility
(diversified client portfolio)

High dependency on individuals
Build systems and 

organizational frameworks

Single-business operation Group-based management
(Comprehensive LTV marketing company)

Establishment of
technology base

One-stop shop for LTV 
marketingShift to a group 

management 

strcture.

Develop and 

enhance LTV 

marketing
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Medium-term policy (review)
■We will leverage our products and AI technology and evolve/deepen LTV marketing to develop the LTV 

marketing market and achieve high growth.

Sales strategyProduct strategy

Raise LTV improvement 
capability further

Combine Macbee Planet’s knowledge with Alpha and Smash 
AI technology

Implement AI for data 
analytics and consulting

Strengthen Strengthen

Shift into other end markets

Strengthen sales, 
raise headcount

AC MT

Broaden customer base

AC AC

❶ Improve on efficiency of onboarding and labor productivity further

❷ Build a technology framework applicable to new industries

❸ Create a customer portfolio that 

is less dependent on certain clients

❹ Pursue an M&A strategy
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❶Progress: Improve on efficiency of onboarding and 
labor productivity further
■Per-consultant gross profit has improved every year from higher labor productivity as a result of enhancements 

to our technology.

34
39

47

FY4/21 FY4/22 FY4/23

Consultants 34 39 47*

Gross profit 1,597 2,649 4,067

Per-consultant gross 
profit

47 68 87

47

68

87
Per-consultant gross 
profit (JPY mn)

No. of consultants

*Macbee Planet only
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❷Progress: Build a technology framework applicable to any industry

■By using DATAHIVE (still under development), we have built a system that can support marketing in various 
industries through data infrastructure construction, visualization and utilization.

Ad data

Online 
customer 

service data

Client data

Ad 
creation

Online 
customer 
service

・・・

Leveraging data, create resultsData visualizationDevelop data framework

DATA
visualization

BI tools

Through use in ad 
operations, a POC 
shows a reduction in 
costs and a rise in 
the number of 
results generated

Currently checking 
optimal usage 
methods

Leverage data

Convert

Develop data systems
and merge

Support marketing in any industry

extract write
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❸Progress:Create a customer portfolio less dependent on specific clients

■Earnings volatility is expected to decrease as customer industry portfolio expands through M&A and alliances.

＋

Beauty salon & gym

EC

Banks

Brokers

Other

Beauty salon

Clinic

Gym

EC

Banks

Brokers

FX

Other finance

Staffing

Professions

Others

Due to a high weighting of certain industries 
and dependency on large clients, increased 

risks from individual factors

Broadening of end markets and lower share of 
certain customers, less susceptible to individual 

company factor risks

Sales weighting by industry

FY4/23 FY4/24 -
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シェア拡大領域

❸Progress:Create a customer portfolio less dependent on specific clients

■Market size of existing wellness and financial services industries is large, ample scope for development in other 
industries.

Telco
JPY261.2bn

Education
JPY57.3bn

医療

電気製品

飲料・嗜好品

業務用機器

Automotive
JPY225bn

Medical
JPY78.4bn

Food
JPY95.1bn

Electrical 
appliances
JPY71.6bn

Office equipment
JPY247.7bn

Drinks/luxuries
JPY186.7bn

Focus on LTV (CV quality)
(suitability to LTV marketing)

P
a
y
 fo

r p
e
rfo

rm
a
n

c
e
 a

d
 v

o
lu

m
e

(e
a
s
e
 o

f s
h

ift to
 L

T
V

 m
a
rk

e
tin

g
)

Retail
JPY35.7bn

* Market sizes and classifications are from Dentsu's 'Advertising expenditures in Japan' (2022)

Advertising market size (by industry)

Existing industry (high share of own sales)

Other industries

Gyms

Beauty
salons

Cosmetics
JPY245bn

FInancial services

JPY510.3bn
brokers, consumer 
finance, insurance

subscription

Real estate, 
construction
JPY177.1bn

Staffing
JPY39.8bn

Existing industry (low share of own sales)

Share 
expansion

frontier
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❸Progress:Create a customer portfolio less dependent on specific clients

Employment mobility driven by 
the government

Track record

Suitability for LTV marketing

Expand in hiring/training 
market

・Advertisers who value quality of CVs
・Job seekers looking for companies 

that match their preferences

・Success in recruitment media
・Success in staffing agency business
・Success in educational services

・Awareness of reskilling, retraining
・Success fees based on job changes
・Promotion of a variety of workstyles

・Working age population is shrinking
・Hiring staff getting more competitive
・Increased investment in HR capital
・Market expansion in hiring/training 

through HR Tech

■We expect the consolidation of Net Marketing, which is strong in the staffing field, will add a third pillar of 
growth from the staffing industry.

Staffing
industry
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❹ Progress: M&A strategy

Step1 Step2 Step3

Accelerate expansion into other industries 
while increasing the number of consulting 

team members

Leverage data technology
and increase market share

Improve profitability through provision 
of one-stop LTV marketing

First half of 
medium-term 

plan

Second half of 
medium-term 

plan

Step 2 and 
beyond

Client

Marketing suppo
rt

Media

ASP

Ad Tech

・・・

Attract 
customers

Existing members

Prevent 
cancellations

Retain 
customers

Raised headcount from 48 at end 
FY4/21 to 146 at beginning of 

FY4/24

Sales to rise from JPY9.8bn in 
FY4/21 to JPY35.0bn in FY4/24 

(plan)

Continue to look for improvements 
in FY4/24

■We increased headcount and expanded the customer portfolio from the acquisition of Net Marketing. We aim to 
provide comprehensive LTV solutions and further expand market share from M&A.
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❹03/2023:Acquired ad business from Net Marketing

Acquired from Net Marketing Co, Ltd

Stake 100%

Business 
overview

Advertising business
Provides comprehensive consulting services from promotional strategy support planning 
through operational support for affiliate advertising and social media advertising.

*Net Marketing also operated Omiai, a media business, but had already spun this off and 
did not form part of the transaction.

Business size Sales: Approx JPY11.7bn (disclosed as of FY6/22)

Funding Wholly funded by loans from financial institutions

Goodwill* JPY2.32bn Amortization period* 9 years

Date of 
consolidation Reflected on the balance sheet at end April 2023, in the income statement from May 2023

*Based on strict accounting standards

■Acquired the advertising business of Net Marketing, a similar business to the analytical consulting business. This 
is to broaden the customer portfolio and expand the size of the organization.
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❹Profit contribution from Net Marketing
■We expect to boost earnings at Net Marketing by leveraging our data acquisition technology.

1Q FY4/24 2Q FY4/24 3Q FY4/24 4Q FY4/24

Expect profit contributions 
from 2H through improved 
ad effectiveness as data 
accumulates

OP from organic growth of ad business
(mainly offset by goodwill of JPY260 mn/year)

New OP generated from synergies with the MT business

OP contribution

Verified that use of data 
acquisition technology 
will be effective. 
Leverage technology 
and utilize at new clients

Benefits from provision of Robee 
and other services OP growth through data 

accumulation
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❹ Progress: M&A acquisitions to date
■We achieved growth by leveraging technology of Alpha, which became a subsidiary in 2021. In future, Net 

Marketing and other future acquisitions are expected to add value to the group.

Company name
Date 

acquired

Purchase 
price 

(JPY mn)

Goodwill
(Amortiz-

ation 
period)

Business 
overview

Purpose of 
acquisition

Results

Alpha
Aug 
2021

1,199
833
(5Y)

Operation 
of AI 

marketing 
platform
'３DAD'

Acquire core 
technology

・Higher GPM through development of data 
acquisition technology

・Generated new revenue through 
development of DATAHIVE

Net Marketing
Mar 

2023
5,370

2,320
(9Y)*

Advertising

Secure new 
customer base

・Expected to reduce earnings volatility

Secure new 
organizational 

structure
・Doubles staff with marketing experience

*Based on strict accounting standards
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❹ Future investment, M&A strategy
■Top priority on investment in talent and PMI. At the same time, continue to prioritize expansion of areas where 

we can leverage our existing edge, we will consider investment in nearby areas and new businesses.

New areas

M&A in areas with 
many synergies

Investment, M&A 
in related 

greenfield areas

Strengthen existing 
business/PMI

High

Low

p
r
i
o
r
i
t
y

S
y
n
e
rg

ie
s

Growth through PMI with Net Marketing and HR 
investment

・Provide technology to Net Marketing to 
generate synergies
・Accelerate growth through increased hiring
・Improve labor productivity via training

Several 
100mn/year

Several 100mn 
– several bn

Upto 1bn

-

Expected 
investment

Shift new user acquisition to LTV marketing

・Consulting companies
・online ad agencies
・ad distribution media et

MarTech
(optimize marketing)

AdTech
(optimize user 

attraction)

Provide LTV marketing to existing users

・marketing automation tools
・CRM tools
・various digital communication tools

New areas highly compatible with our business, 
technologies and customers

Hiring/training
tech

X - Tech ・Prioritize finessing of LTV marketing
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❹ Future investment and M&A strategy, KPIs
◼ Aim to raise OPM and achieve sales growth through investment in talent and technology.

Sales 
growth

Improve 
OPM

More 
customers

Higher 
gross 

margins

Raise labor 
productivity

Higher 
customer 

spend

Talent hiring/
training

Improve 
technology

Improve customer outcomes and 
labor productivity by improving 
effectiveness of advertising using AI

By hiring more staff, increase no. of 
customers
Achieve improvements in sales per 
customer and labor productivity by adding 
talent that can be immediately effective

M&A
AdTech

(optimize user 
attraction)

Improve gross margin by acquiring 
AdTech and media companies that 
CoGS in the AC business

M&A
MarTech

(optimize marketing)

Improve LTV of new users and upsell 
by improving customer satisfaction
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Medium-to long-term growth trajectory
■ We will transform the JPY3tn online ad market and establish a dominant position as the market leader.

Sales strategy

Product 
strategy

M&A 
strategy

New 
businesses

New businesses
Look for new business opportunities that 
utilize technology

Sales strategy
Achieve continuous business growth in existing 
businesses through standardized operations and 
further headcount additions

Product strategy
Achieve new growth through strengthening 
data technology

M&A strategy
Accelerate expansion into nearby areas 
through M&A

Evolve and deepen 
LTV marketing

FY24

FY23

40
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Talent acquisition and 
training, structure 

formalization
Implement and expand LTV 
marketing (current level)

Initiatives in the current financial year
◼ We prepare for continuous high growth during the next medium-term plan by working on initiatives for future 

growth in parallel with initiatives that will contribute to business performance in the current fiscal year.

AC Business
MT Business

Current Medium-term plan (FY4/24) Next medium-term 
plan (FY4/25-
FY4/27, plan)

Technology

M&A

Achieve strong sales 
and profit growth 

through 
enhancement of LTV 

marketing

Provide advanced 
advertising operations 
that utilize technology 

such as DATAHIVE

－

Initiatives for current year 
earnings

PMI of Net Marketing acquisition, progress 
with holding co structure

Development and 
launch of new services 

and functions

Initiatives for future growth

M&A in areas with 
strong synergies

Investment and M&A in 
unexplored, related areas
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Transition to a holding company

From Nov 1, 2023Current

(Operating owner)

Alpha, Inc.
Smash Co., 

Ltd.
Alpha, Inc

Smash, Co., 
Ltd

Net Marketing, 
Inc.

Net Marketing, 
Inc.

Macbee Planet, 
Inc.,

Preparatory 
company*

(Holding company)

Board of 
Corporate 
Auditors

Audit & 
Supervisory 
Committee

Nomination & 
Compensation 

Committee

(Operating companies)

*Succeeding company in absorption-
type demerger: Trade name to change 
in September

◼ Maximize corporate value by leveraging group synergies and transition to a company with an audit and 
supervisory committee system to strengthen governance.

Objective: Maximize 
corporate value

▶Clear authority and quick 
decision making

▶Cultivation of excellent 
management personnel

▶Cross-sectional utilization of 
management resources

▶Enter new areas through M&A
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Breakdown of use of proceeds from public offering

Use of funds Amount (JPY mn) Expected timing

❶Repayment of debt associated with M&A 
of Alpha, Inc. and Net Marketing, Inc.

2,620 May 2023 to April 2027

❷Talent acquisition and office expansion 1,578 May 2023 to April 2027

❸Marketing expenses 187 May 2023 to April 2027

Total 4,385 -

◼ We plan to use the funds raised mainly for repayment of borrowings, recruiting activities for business expansion, 
personnel expenses, and advertising expenses. The industry environment in which we operate may change 
rapidly, and in that case, the funds may be used for other purposes than those currently planned.

*The industry environment in which we operate may change rapidly, and in that case, the funds may be used for other purposes than those currently planned
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Risks
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Risk information-1
◼ Following is an outline of the main risks and response policies that could potentially have a serious impact on 

the execution of the business plan or the realization of growth for the Macbee Planet Group, as of the date on 
which this report was submitted. For information on other risks, please refer to “Business risks” in the 
Securities Report. 

Item Main risks Probability Impact Our policy for response

Market scale 
and 
competitors

Market scale may not grow as much as expected, or 
companies with abundant capital may enter the 
market, which intensifies competition.

Medium Large
In addition to abundant expertise, we 
leverage technologies to differentiate our 
company from others.

Changes in 
market trends 
and client 
needs

Unable to capture market trends and client needs; 
delayed response results in poor profitability.

Small Large

Improve profitability through efficient 
management, and continued development of 
new products and improvements to existing 
products. 

Dependence on 
specific clients

Some of our clients contribute a large portion of sales; 
performance of and transaction conditions for specific 
clients can have a significant impact on business 
performance.

Medium Large
Continue to expand sales by acquiring new 
clients and differentiating services we 
provide from those of competitors.

Continued 
partnerships 
with media

Transactions with specified influential media account 
for a large segment of sales; changes in those 
relationships or in the policies of those media clients 
can have a significant impact on business results.

Medium Medium
Continue to build good relationships with 
influential media companies, while seeking 
out new media.
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Risk information-2
Item Main risks Probability Impact Our policy for response

Emergence of  
new advertising 
methods

New advertising models are developed with greater 
impact than LTV marketing; delayed response could 
have an impact on performance.

Small Medium
Maintain a high growth rate by evolving LTV 
marketing into a more cost-effective model.

Protection of 
personal 
information

When providing Internet-related services, new 
laws/regulations or demands for self-regulation could 
limit service provision, which could have an impact on 
performance.

Large Small

Continue to gather information on the trend 
of personal information protection 
worldwide, and ensure strict compliance in 
business operations.

Legal 
restrictions

Our business is subject to Act Against Unjustifiable 
Premiums and Misleading Representations, Act on 
Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products 
Including Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices, 
medical advertising guideline, and other laws and 
regulations. Future amendments to these and new 
rules on self-restriction could have an impact on the 
rollout of business.

Large Small

Reduce potential violations of laws and 
regulations as well as company rules by 
establishing a system to review 
advertisements and providing employees 
with training in compliance.

Medium-term 
plans

We created a medium-term management plan in 
December 2021, but if the assumptions in this plan 
differ from actual conditions, or if the intended growth 
strategies cannot be realized (e.g., because the initially 
scheduled investments are not executed), then the 
targets laid out in the plan cannot be achieved, and 
this could have a significant impact on the Group’s 
business rollout and performance.

Small Medium

If prior conditions differ from actual 
conditions, or if growth strategies cannot be 
realized, we will disclose information at the 
appropriate time. 
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Risk information-3

Item Main risks Probability Impact Our policy in response

System 

Problems

Our group's services use servers of cloud services such 

as AWS. However, if services are interrupted due to 

communication line problems, human error, computer 

viruses, power outages, or natural disasters, and 

appropriate measures are not taken, our business 

performance may be affected due to loss of credibility 

or claims for damages.

Small Medium

Taking BCP measures such as taken by 

duplicating the locations where the 

servers are located.

Intellectual 

property rights

If intellectual property rights are infringed by a third 

party, it may affect our business performance due to 

the time and cost required to resolve the issue.

Small Small

We respond to the extent possible by 

conducting investigations in cooperation 

with attorneys or patent attorneys, etc.

Credit 

management

Unforeseeable deterioration in the financial condition of 

a client that makes it impossible to collect receivables 

may result in economic losses and affect our business 

performance.

Medium Small

The Company conducts credit checks prior 

to selecting business partners and sets 

and manages credit limits for business 

partners.

Corporate 

acquistions

If integration does not progress as planned, the 

expected synergies and benefits may not be realized, 

which may affect our business performance.

Medium Medium

In implementing M&A, we conduct various 

types of due diligence in-depth and 

thoroughly review them at the 

Management Committee and Board of 

Directors meetings.
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This material contains forward-looking statements about the Group, including its future plans and 

management objectives. These statements are based on our current assumptions about future events 

and trends, and their accuracy is not guarantee. Please be aware that a number of factors could cause 

actual results to differ materially from those discussed herein.

Unless otherwise stated, the financial data in this material has been prepared in accordance with 

accounting principles generally accepted in Japan.

Information on companies other than the Group has been obtained from publicly available sources.

This material does not constitute a solicitation to buy, sell, or subscribe to any securities, nor does it form 

the basis for any contract or obligation. We plan to issue an updated version of this material and an online 

presentation and aim to release these by July 2024. We intend to provide progress updates at quarterly 

and full-year financial results presentations, etc. 

Disclaimer
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